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Disclaimer

This presentation contains forward-looking statements regarding future events and future results of Piaggio & C S.p.A (the “Company”). 

that are based on the current expectations, estimates, forecasts and projections about the industries in which the Company operates, and 

on the beliefs and assumptions of the management of the Company. In particular, among other statements, certain statements with regard 

to management objectives, trends in results of operations, margins, costs, return on equity, risk management, competition, changes in 

business strategy and the acquisition and disposition of assets are forward-looking in nature. Words such as ‘expects’, ‘anticipates’, 

‘scenario’, ‘outlook’, ‘targets’, ‘goals’, ‘projects’, ‘intends’, ‘plans’, ‘believes’, ‘seeks’, ‘estimates’, as well as any variation of such words and 

similar expressions, are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. Those forward-looking statements are only assumptions and 

are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict because they relate to events and depend upon 

circumstances that will occur in the future. Therefore, actual results of the Company may differ materially and adversely from those 

expressed or implied in any forward-looking statement and the Company does not assume any liability with respect thereto. Factors that 

might cause or contribute to such differences include, but are not limited to, global economic conditions, the impact of competition, or 

political and economic developments in the countries in which the Company operates. Any forward-looking statements made by or on

behalf of the Company speak only as of the date they are made. The Company does not undertake to update forward-looking statements 

to reflect any change in its expectations with regard thereto, or any change in events, conditions or circumstances which any such 

statement is based on. The reader is advised to consult any further disclosure that may be made in documents filed by the Company with 

Borsa Italiana S.p.A (Italy).

The Manager in Charge of preparing the Company financial reports hereby certifies pursuant to paragraph 2 of art. 154-bis of the

Consolidated Law on Finance (Testo Unico della Finanza), that the accounting disclosures of this document are consistent with the 

accounting documents, ledgers and entries.

This presentation has been prepared solely for the use at the meeting/conference call with investors and analysts at the date shown below. 

Under no circumstances may this presentation be deemed to be an offer to sell, a solicitation to buy or a solicitation of an offer to buy 

securities of any kind in any jurisdiction where such an offer, solicitation or sale should follow any registration, qualification, notice, 

disclosure or application under the securities laws and regulations of any such jurisdiction.
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Foreword – IFRS 15  

• Piaggio applies IFRS15 in 2018

• In this presentation to provide a better comparison of information from different            
years, 2017 data are restated in accordance with IFRS15 when presenting the 2018
corresponding accounts
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Emerging Countries confirmed strong momentum, Western Countries still slightly negative but 
improving throughout the semester 

▪ Western Countries demand ended down vs. prior year, but sequentially improving across the semester:

▪ European 2 Wheelers ended slightly off prior, after taking an encouraging upward shift in Q2, reflecting dual speed 

dynamics: 

• 50cc vehicles, still compensating for strong 2017 boosted by the shift from EURO2 to EURO4 engines, continued 

being a drag ending down ~30%

• Over 50cc vehicles strengthened the uptrend ending up ~8% with positive demand spread across all major 

countries

▪ North America still slightly off prior year, but posting an encouraging demand uptick in the latter part of the semester  

▪ Asia Pacific growth gathered momentum as the semester progressed:

▪ Vietnam and Indonesia posted sequentially stronger demand with the former ending up mid single-digit and the latter 

ending up double-digits 

▪ Other Asian countries posted mixed but overall positive demand, mainly driven by the Philippines, while Thailand was 

the lone major market to end slightly down

▪ India confirmed strong growth in all segments:

▪ 3 Wheelers surged ~70%, mainly driven by Pax segment ending up ~90%; noteworthy, although benefitting from easy 

comparison base, the market ended above 2016 level too

▪ 2 Wheelers confirmed long-lasting growth trend ending up ~20%

Market demand

Highlights (1/2)
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Financial Highlights

Highlights (2/2)

▪ Net Sales up by ~9€m (+1.2%; +6.2% at constant FX)

▪ EBITDA up by ~3€m (+2.3%; +3.1% at constant FX) against tough comparison base, with ratio on net sales at
16.0%, 0.2 p.p. above 2017

▪ Net Profit up 5.5€m (+26.2%)

− Gross Margin on the rise (+3.0€m), improving the ratio on Net Sales (31.3% vs. 31.2%) despite dilutive geographical 
mix, also benefitting from positive FX effect 

− Cash Opex below PY, confirming the ability to keep tight grip on SG&A

− Financial expenses down by ~3€m, benefitting from lower debt level and reduced cost of funding as well as from the 
one-off impact of bond refinancing 

− Tax rate at 45% vs. 42%, reflecting different geographical mix

▪ Capital Expenditures at ~48€m, ~9€m above prior year level, resulting from heightened focus on new product 
developments consistently with FY target

▪ Sound Cash Flow generation led Net Debt at 431€m, ~19€m below June 2017 and ~15€m below YE 2017 level, 
confirming the commitment to reduce the leverage

Healthy performance, despite lackluster demand in Western Countries, with 
significant uplift of all key financial metrics

Remarkable H1 results with EBITDA @ 117€m and margin @ 16.0%

the best performance to date
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Volume evolution by Business (k units) Net Sales evolution by Business (€m)

2 Wheelers:

138.3
126.4

35.8
39.3

27.9 38.2

7.2 6.8

71.5

93.3

2017 2018

-8.6%

+30.6%

+9.8%

280.7

304.0

-5.7%

+36.8%

Of which:
EMEA -7.5%

430.5
408.6

84.4
82.7

23.1
29.2

45.1
44.6

137.8

164.5

2017* 2018

+1.2%

-5.1%

-1.0%

+19.4%

-2.1%

+26.5%

Of which:
EMEA -3.2%

Western Countries Asia Pacific India IndiaWestern CountriesCommercial Vehicles: 

720.9 729.6

Evolution by business

+6.2% excl. FX

+33.3% excl. FX

+8.1% excl. FX

+41.3% excl. FX

-4.2% excl. FX

Highlights

CV India
Growth driven by sound domestic performance and
surging exports

2W India
Remarkable growth, outstripping market trend,
mainly driven by Vespa sales

2W Asia Pacific
Robust performance overshadowed by FX effect, 
with Indonesia, Taiwan and China, the outright best 
countries, more than offsetting Vietnamese poor 
performance

2W Western Countries
Decline softened across the semester, still reflecting
one-off 50cc vehicles sharp decline and drawdown of
dealers’ stock

CV Western Countries
Performance underpinned by strong growth in
exports and 4 Wheelers

Growth, driven by bold performance of Emerging
Countries, more than compensating for weak 50cc
vehicles market demand in Europe and negative FX
effect across the board

+0.6% excl. FX

+8.3%

* Restated according to new IFRS 15 
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366.2 352.3

106.9
102.0

161.0

185.4

85.4 88.0

1.4 1.9

2017* 2018

180.2 178.9

21.9 25.0

78.7

100.1

2017 2018

+8.3%

280.7

304.0

+1.2%720.9 729.6

-0.7%

+27.3%

+14.3%

-3.8%

+15.2%

+3.0%

-4.6%

n.m.

Scooters
Vespa performance stood out again boosted by:
 strong growth in India and Asia more than

compensating for soft market demand in Western
Countries

 positive price effect in all geographic areas
Noteworthy among other scooters the Medley, which
posted a sound double digit growth, and MP3 up mid
single digit ahead of the new version launch

Bikes
Volume growth driven by Derbi; revenues affected
by FX and prolonged US market weakness

Evolution by product

Scooters performance affected by European 50cc
segment temporary sharp decline; Vespa was again
the bright spot rising both in volume and revenues.
Bikes performance dented by US market weakness
coupled with negative FX effect.

Volume evolution by Product (k units) Net Sales evolution by Product (€m)Highlights

Commercial Vehicles
Strong performance on the back of positive demand
trend in India and surging exports

OtherBikes Commercial Vehicles Spare parts and accessoriesScooters and Wi-Bike

* Restated according to new IFRS 15 
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114.0
**(15.8%)

2.9

(1.9)

1.6

EBITDA 2017* Net Sales

improvement

Gross Margin

% effect

Cash OpEx net

decrease

EBITDA 2018

116.6
**(16.0%)

* Restated according to new IFRS 15     ** % on Net Sales

HighlightsEBITDA evolution (€m)

Top line growth coupled with 
constant ability to curb Operating 
Expenses drove another EBITDA 
step up to 16.0 p.p. on Sales 
(+0.2 p.p.), the best performance 
to date 

Gross Margin up, driven by Net 
Sales increase

Cash OpEx below PY, despite 
revenue growth, further proving the 
ability to rein in SG&A whilst 
increasing spending in new initiatives  

Gross Margin:
31.3% vs 31.2%

EBITDA evolution
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2.6

6.3

3.1

(6.5)

2017* Change in

EBITDA

Change in

D&A

Change in

Financial

Expenses

Change in

Taxes

2018

21.1
**(2.9%)

26.7
**(3.7%)

Net Income evolution 

Net Income evolution (€m)

Net Result rose 26% vs. PY, with 
significant uplift in the ratio on Net 
Sales (+0.7 p.p.) topping 3.7%, 
despite higher taxes

D&A down, in line with full year 
guidance reflecting recent year 
normalized level of CapEx

Financial expense down, primarily 
driven by lower level of average debt 
and positive effect of recent 
initiatives to lower the cost of 
funding; additionally benefitting from 
~0.9€m of positive impact of bond 
refinancing 

Taxes rate step up @ 45% vs. 
42%, reflecting the different 
geographical mix of results

Highlights

* Restated according to new IFRS 15     ** % on Net Sales

Positive one-off 
impact of bond 

refinancing ~0.9m 
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To sum up 

2017
2017

restated* 2018
Change 2018 vs. 2017 restated*

Absolute % % excl. FX**

Net Sales 725.3 720.9 729.6 8.7 1.2% ~ +6.2%

Gross Margin 227.9 225.2 228.3 3.0 1.4% ~ +3.3%

% on Net Sales 31.4% 31.2% 31.3% 0.0%

EBITDA 114.0 114.0 116.6 2.6 2.3% ~ +3.1%

% on Net Sales 15.7% 15.8% 16.0% 0.2%

Depreciation (61.0) (61.0) (54.7) 6.3 -10.3%

EBIT 53.0 53.0 61.9 8.9 16.8%

% on Net Sales 7.3% 7.3% 8.5% 1.1%

Financial Expenses (16.5) (16.5) (13.4) 3.1 -19.0%

Income before tax 36.5 36.5 48.5 12.1 33.1%

Tax (15.3) (15.3) (21.8) -6.5 42.6%

Net Income 21.1 21.1 26.7 5.5 26.2%

% on Net Sales 2.9% 2.9% 3.7% 0.7%

* Restated according to new IFRS 15
** Figures at constant exchange rates are management estimates calculated using the average exchange rates for the corresponding period in the previous year  

30.06.2017 30.06.2018 Change

NFP (450.2) (431.4) +18.8

H1 2017 H1 2018 Change

Cash Flow 40.8 15.3 -25.5

P&L (€m)

NFP (€m) Cash Flow (€m)
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(491.0) 79.9 16.3 (38.8) (16.6) (450.2)

NFP YE ‘16 NFP H1 ‘17

(446.7)
(431.4)

(24.6)

NFP YE '17
Operating
Cash Flow

Change in
Working
Capital CapEx

Change in
Equity and

Other NFP H1 '18

Net Financial Position

83.4 4.4

(47.8)

2018 Net Financial Position evolution  (€m)

2017 Net Financial Position evolution  (€m)

Cash generation despite 
significantly higher CapEx, 
confirming our commitment to 
reduce debt whilst increasing 
investments to support new 
initiatives

Working Capital cash generation 
on top of challenging comparison 
base 

CapEx up by 9€m, consistently with 
FY target in the range 100 -110 €m, 
reflecting heightened focus on new 
product launches

Highlights

Free Cash Flow 
40€m 

Cash Flow 15.3€m
Cash Flow 20.8€m ex IFRS 9 
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Contacts

Investor Relations Office

E: investorrelations@piaggio.com
T: +39 0587 272286

W: www.piaggiogroup.com
: @PiaggioInvestor

Raffaele Lupotto
Head of Investor Relations

E: r.lupotto@piaggio.com
T: +39 0587 272596


